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Exceptional points are universal level degeneracies induced by non-Hermiticity. Whereas past decades wit-
nessed their new physics, the unified understanding has yet to be obtained. Here we present the complete clas-
sification of generic topologically stable exceptional points according to two types of complex-energy gaps and
fundamental symmetries of charge conjugation, parity, and time reversal. This classification reveals unique non-
Hermitian gapless structures with no Hermitian analogs and systematically predicts unknown non-Hermitian
semimetals and nodal superconductors; a topological dumbbell of exceptional points in three dimensions is
constructed as an illustration. Our work paves the way toward richer phenomena and functionalities of excep-
tional points and non-Hermitian topological semimetals.
Topology plays a pivotal role in the understanding of phases
of matter [1]. In gapless systems such as semimetals and nodal
superconductors, topology guarantees stable degeneracies ac-
companying distinctive excitations [2–7]. A prime example is
the Weyl semimetal in three dimensions, where each gapless
point is topologically protected by the Chern number defined
on the enclosing surface. Symmetry further brings about di-
verse types of topological semimetals. Their unified under-
standing is developed as the classification theory according to
fundamental symmetries such as PT and CP symmetries [8–
15].
Recently, the interplay between topology and non-
Hermiticity has attracted widespread interest in a non-
Hermitian extension of topological insulators [16–53] and
semimetals [54–72]. Non-Hermiticity ubiquitously appears,
for instance, in nonequilibrium open systems [73] and corre-
lated electron systems [68], leading to unusual properties with
no Hermitian counterparts. One of their salient characteris-
tics is the emergence of exceptional points [74–76], i.e., uni-
versal non-Hermitian level degeneracies at which eigenstates
coalesce with and linearly depend on each other [77]. The
past decade has witnessed a plethora of rich phenomena and
functionalities induced by exceptional points [73], including
unidirectional invisibility [78–81], chiral transport [82–86],
enhanced sensitivity [87–92], and unusual quantum critical-
ity [93–99].
Such exceptional points also alter the nodal structures of
topological semimetals in a fundamental manner [54–72].
Notably, non-Hermiticity deforms a Weyl point and spawns a
ring of exceptional points [75]. This Weyl exceptional ring is
characterized by two topological charges [56], a Chern num-
ber and a quantized Berry phase, and such a multiple topolog-
ical structure has no analogs to Weyl and Dirac points in Her-
mitian systems [2–15]. Its experimental observation has also
been reported in an optical waveguide array [69]. Moreover,
pseudo-Hermiticity [63], PT symmetry [62, 65], and chiral
symmetry [67] enable an exceptional ring (surface) in two
(three) dimensions. A symmetry-protected exceptional ring
has been experimentally observed in a two-dimensional pho-
tonic crystal slab with PT symmetry [54]. Whereas these un-
conventional nodal structures imply a fundamental change in
the existing classification for Hermitian topological semimet-
als, its non-Hermitian counterpart has yet to be established.
The non-Hermitian topological classification is crucial not
only because it provides a general theoretical framework but
also because it predicts novel non-Hermitian topological ma-
terials and serves as a benchmark for experiments.
This Letter presents the general theory that completely
classifies topologically stable exceptional points at generic
momentum points in non-Hermitian topological semimetals
according to fundamental 38-fold symmetry and two types
of complex-energy gaps (Table I [100]). Our classification
is based on the observation that non-Hermiticity enables a
unique gapless structure with no Hermitian analogs: only one
type of the complex-energy gaps is open around an excep-
tional point [Fig. 1 (d)], which is sharply contrasted with con-
ventional Weyl and Dirac points in Hermitian systems around
which both types are open [Fig. 1 (c)]. We also elucidate
that exceptional points generally possess multiple topological
structures due to the two types of complex-energy gaps. Our
theory provides the unified understanding of non-Hermitian
topological semimetals studied in previous works [54–72].
Furthermore, it systematically predicts novel non-Hermitian
topological materials unnoticed in the literature; we construct
as an illustration a topological dumbbell of exceptional points
[Fig. 2 (b)], i.e., a three-dimensional variant of the bulk Fermi
arcs [60, 68].
Non-Hermitian gapless structures. — A unique character-
istic of non-Hermitian systems is complex-valued eigenen-
ergy, from which two different energy gaps are defined, a
point gap [Fig. 1 (a)] and a line gap [Fig. 1 (b)] [45]. In the
presence of a point (line) gap, complex-energy bands do not
cross a reference point (line) in the complex-energy plane.
A point gap is physically relevant to the localization transi-
tion in one-dimensional non-Hermitian systems [33, 53, 101],
whereas topologically protected edge states [18, 19, 22, 24–
28] are understood by a line gap for the real part of the com-
plex spectrum. A line gap for the imaginary part also has a
significant influence on the nonequilibrium dynamics [38]. If
symmetry exists, both complex-energy gaps should be invari-
ant under the symmetry. Without loss of generality, the ref-
erence point is supposed to be placed on the reference line.
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2FIG. 1. Non-Hermitian gapless structures. Complex spectra (blue
regions) in non-Hermitian systems may host two types of energy
gaps: (a) point gap and (b) line gap. A point (line) gap is open when
the complex spectrum does not cross a reference point (line) in the
complex-energy plane. (c) Hermitian gapless point (Dirac point).
On a region (blue circle) around it, both point and line gaps are open.
(d) Exceptional point. On a region (blue circle) around it, a point gap
is open but a line gap is closed.
Then, a line gap is always closed when a point gap is closed.
However, the converse is not necessarily true; a point gap can
be open even when a line gap is closed.
This nature of complex-energy gaps enables two distinct
types of non-Hermitian gapless structures. We encircle a gap-
less region (point, line, surface, and so on) in momentum
space by a (p − 1)-dimensional sphere Sp−1 (p ≥ 1), where
S0, S1, and S2 denote a pair of points, a circle, and a surface,
respectively. The system has a complex-energy gap on Sp−1,
but two different situations may happen: (i) both point and
line gaps are open [Fig. 1 (c)] or (ii) only a point gap is open
[Fig. 1 (d)]. In the former case, the non-Hermitian Hamilto-
nian on Sp−1 can be continuously deformed into a Hermitian
(or an anti-Hermitian) one as rigorously proven in Ref. [45].
Thus, in a manner analogous to the Chern number for the con-
ventional Weyl point, the gapless region hosts a topological
charge essentially identical to that in the Hermitian case. In
the latter case, by contrast, we need to assign a different topo-
logical charge to the gapless region on the basis of the point
gap on Sp−1. It should be noted that the latter is intrinsic
to non-Hermitian systems and impossible in Hermitian ones,
since there is no distinction between point and line gaps for
Hermitian Hamiltonians.
We find that exceptional points realize the latter unique gap-
less structure as shown in Fig. 1 (d) and are characterized by
topological charges for point gaps. A distinctive property of
an exceptional point is swapping of eigenenergies and eigen-
states upon its encirclement [60, 73, 76, 82–86]. For illustra-
tion, let us consider a two-dimensional system with no sym-
metry that has an exceptional point k = kEP at which two
complex bands E± (k) coalesce. A representative model is
given as H (k) = kxσx + (ky + iγ)σy with Pauli matrices
σx,y and the degree of non-Hermiticity γ. The eigenenergies
are E± (k) = ±
√
k2 − γ2 + 2iγky with the square root sin-
gularity around the exceptional points kEP = (±γ, 0). As
a direct result of this singularity, a branch cut and a self-
intersecting Riemann surface appear in the complex-energy
plane and thus E+ (k) and E− (k) are swapped when we go
around a loop S1 in momentum space that encircles one of the
exceptional points. Importantly, a point gap for the reference
point E (kEP) is open but a line gap is closed on S1. As a
result, the determinant of H (k) − E (kEP) does not vanish
on S1, which enables us to define the winding number for a
point gap as
W :=
∮
S1
dk
2pii
· ∇k log det [H (k)− E (kEP)] . (1)
An exceptional point with W 6= 0 is topologically sta-
ble. For the above representative model, the exceptional
points kEP = (±γ, 0) are characterized by W = ±1,
respectively. We note that a similar topological invariant
ν called vorticity is introduced in Refs. [23, 28]: ν :=
− (2pi)−1 ∮
S1
dk · ∇k arg [E+ (k)− E− (k)]. Whereas both
invariants are equivalent to each other for the above simple
two-band model (ν = −W/2), only W is straightforwardly
applicable to general models at which more than two complex
bands coalesce.
It is shown that exceptional points that accompany spon-
taneous PT -symmetry breaking [73, 76, 102] also possess a
similar gapless structure (see Sec. SV in Ref. [100]): only a
point gap is open and a line gap is closed around them.
Symmetry. — To classify topologically stable exceptional
points at generic momentum points for both complex-energy
gaps in a general manner, we consider fundamental symme-
tries that keep all momenta invariant. The prime examples are
PT and CP symmetries defined by
(PT )H∗ (k) (PT )−1 = H (k) , (PT )(PT )∗ = ±1, (2)
(CP)HT (k) (CP)−1 = −H (k) , (CP)(CP)∗ = ±1, (3)
where PT and CP are unitary operators. Here PT symmetry
emerges in open systems with balanced gain and loss [73],
while CP symmetry is respected in non-Hermitian super-
conductors and superfluids with inversion symmetry [103].
Whereas both space inversion P and time reversal T (charge
conjugation C) may be broken individually, the combined
symmetry PT (CP) is required for the topological stability
away from high-symmetry points.
Another relevant symmetry is chiral symmetry, which is a
combination of PT and CP symmetries and hence is defined
by
ΓH† (k) Γ−1 = −H (k) , Γ2 = 1, (4)
with a unitary operator Γ. It is notable that chiral symmetry is
equivalent to pseudo-Hermiticity, defined by ηH† (k) η−1 =
H (k) with a unitary and Hermitian operator η [104]. In
fact, when H (k) respects chiral symmetry, iH (k) respects
3TABLE I. Classification table of topologically stable exceptional points at generic momentum points. The codimension p is defined as
p := d− dEP with the spatial dimension d and the dimension dEP of the gapless region; exceptional points, lines, and surfaces are described
by dEP = 0, 1, 2, respectively. Complex-energy gaps have two distinct types, a point (P) or line (L) gap, and the subscript of L specifies a line
gap for the real or imaginary part of the complex spectrum. The sign of PT (CP) symmetry means (PT ) (PT )∗ [(CP) (CP)∗].
Symmetry Gap Classifying space p = 0 p = 1 p = 2 p = 3 p = 4 p = 5 p = 6 p = 7
No P Cp Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0
L Cp+1 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z
Chiral
P Cp+1 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z
Lr Cp Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0
Li Cp+1 × Cp+1 0 Z⊕ Z 0 Z⊕ Z 0 Z⊕ Z 0 Z⊕ Z
Sublattice P Cp × Cp Z⊕ Z 0 Z⊕ Z 0 Z⊕ Z 0 Z⊕ Z 0
L Cp Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0
PT , +1
P Rp Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0 0
Lr Rp+7 0 Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0
Li Rp+1 Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0 0 Z
PT , −1
P Rp+4 2Z 0 0 0 Z Z2 Z2 0
Lr Rp+3 0 2Z 0 0 0 Z Z2 Z2
Li Rp+5 0 0 0 Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z
CP , +1 P Rp+2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0 0 Z Z2
L Rp+1 Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0 0 Z
CP , −1 P Rp+6 0 0 Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0
L Rp+5 0 0 0 Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z
pseudo-Hermiticity [38]. Moreover, chiral symmetry is dis-
tinct from sublattice symmetry due to H (k) 6= H† (k) [45],
defined by
SH (k)S−1 = −H (k) , S2 = 1, (5)
with a unitary operator S. The above symmetries consti-
tute the fundamental 38-fold symmetry class for the non-
Hermitian gapless phases [100] in a similar manner to the
gapped ones in Ref. [45], which updates Bernard-LeClair
symmetry [18, 32, 46, 63, 105, 106].
Topological classification. — Complex-energy gaps are
closed at an exceptional point. Near such a gapless point,
H (k) is expressed as [107]
H (k) =
p∑
i=1
viδkiγi + PJP
−1, p := d− dEP, (6)
where vi’s are complex constants, δki’s are momentum devi-
ations from the exceptional point, and γi’s are non-Hermitian
Dirac matrices subject to certain symmetries. The gapless
point δk = 0 in general takes a Jordan canonical form
PJP−1 with a Jordan matrix J and an invertible matrix P ,
which is defective unless J is diagonal [74]. In addition,
p is the codimension of the exceptional point with the spa-
tial dimension d and the dimension dEP of the gapless re-
gion; exceptional points, lines, and surfaces are described by
dEP = 0, 1, 2, respectively. Whereas a complex-energy gap is
closed at the gapless point δk = 0, it may be open, and a topo-
logical invariant can be defined on a (p− 1)-dimensional sur-
face Sp−1 that encloses the gapless point, in a similar manner
to Fermi surfaces in Hermitian systems [1, 11, 12, 15, 108].
Thus, topology of the exceptional point is determined by clas-
sifying the gapped topological phases on Sp−1.
As discussed above, only a point gap is open for a suf-
ficiently small Sp−1, but a line gap can also be open for
a larger Sp
′−1 [p′ can be different from p; for instance,
p = 2 and p′ = 3 in Fig. 2 (a)]. Depending on types of the
complex-energy gaps, an exceptional point may support mul-
tiple topological invariants. Taking into account both possi-
bilities, we classify topologically stable exceptional points for
each type of complex-energy gaps and all of the 38 symme-
try classes [100]. Our results are summarized in Table I and
Tables S2-S7 in Supplemental Material [100]. These periodic
tables specify exceptional points and non-Hermitian topolog-
ical semimetals in a general manner and describe their un-
conventional nodal structures. In fact, they corroborate pre-
vious works [54–72, 100]. For example, stable exceptional
points in two dimensions [28, 60, 68, 72] are explained by
the Z index in Table I with no symmetry, p = 2, and point
(P) gap; symmetry-protected exceptional rings in two dimen-
sions [54, 62, 63, 65, 67] are explained by the Z or Z2 in-
dex in Table I with chiral or PT symmetry, p = 1, and
point (P) gap. These unique nodal structures, as well as the
consequent physical phenomena, are topologically protected
against symmetry-preserving perturbations.
Multiple topological structure. — A remarkable feature of
Table I is the multiple topological indices for each symmetry
class due to the two types of complex-energy gaps. As a re-
sult, exceptional points can be characterized by a couple of in-
dependent topological charges. A prime example is the Weyl
4FIG. 2. Non-Hermitian topological semimetals. (a) Weyl excep-
tional ring (red ring) with the two independent topological charges,
the Chern number defined on the surface S2 that encloses the ring
(p = 3, line gap) and the winding number defined on the loop S1
across the ring (p = 2, point gap). (b) Topological dumbbell of
exceptional points in three dimensions. The bulk Fermi arc with
ReE = 0 connects a pair of exceptional points (EPs, red points).
exceptional ring in three-dimensional systems with no sym-
metry [Fig. 2 (a)] [56, 75]. For the Hermitian case, the topo-
logical stability of a Weyl point in three dimensions is ensured
by the Chern number defined on an enclosing surface [2, 7].
In the presence of non-Hermiticity, such a Weyl point morphs
into an exceptional ring. A representative model is given as
H (k) = kxσx + kyσy + (kz + iγ)σz with a Weyl excep-
tional ring at k2x + k
2
y = γ
2, kz = 0 [56, 75]. On a sphere [S2
in Fig. 2 (a)] that encloses the ring, a line gap is open and the
Chern number remains to be well defined unless it annihilates
with another ring, which corresponds to the Z index for a line
gap with p = 3 (see Table I with no symmetry). Moreover,
on S1 across the ring, a point gap is open and the winding
number in Eq. (1) is well defined, which corresponds to the Z
index for a point gap with p = 2. Notably, the two topological
charges are independent of each other and individually ensure
the topological stability of the Weyl exceptional ring.
Such a multiple topological structure is a general hallmark
of non-Hermitian topological semimetals. For instance, ac-
cording to our classification tables, symmetry-protected ex-
ceptional rings in two dimensions [54, 62, 63, 65, 67] may
host different topological charges for each p ≤ 2 and each
complex-energy gap. Whereas the unique nodal structures
were discussed in Refs. [54, 62, 63, 65, 67], their multiple
topology has not been revealed until this Letter.
Exceptional point in three dimensions. — Our classi-
fication also predicts unknown non-Hermitian topological
semimetals and nodal superconductors. As an illustrative ex-
ample, we consider an exceptional point in three dimensions
(p = 3) protected by chiral symmetry. Whereas exceptional
rings [56, 75] and surfaces [62, 65] were discussed before,
such an exceptional point in three dimensions has not hith-
erto been known. A representative model is systematically
constructed in the following manner. We begin with a Her-
mitian gapless system in four dimensions H (k) = kxσxτx +
kyσxτy + kzσxτz + kwσy with Pauli matrices σi’s and τi’s.
Corresponding to the Z index for a real line gap with p = 4
(see Table I with chiral symmetry), it possesses a topologi-
cally stable gapless point at k = 0, around which the three-
dimensional winding number [100, 109–111] is defined due to
chiral symmetry in Eq. (4) with Γ = σz . Now we add a non-
Hermitian perturbation iγσzτx to this Hermitian model. As
with the Weyl exceptional ring, this non-Hermiticity spawns
an exceptional ring. In fact, the complex spectrum is obtained
as
E (k) = ±
√
k2x + k
2
w + (
√
k2y + k
2
z ± iγ)2, (7)
and an exceptional ring appears at k2x + k
2
w = γ
2, ky = kz =
0. Finally, we take kw = 0 and regard this four-dimensional
model as a three-dimensional one,
H (k) = kxσxτx + kyσxτy + kzσxτz + iγσzτx, (8)
which has a pair of exceptional points at kEP = (±γ, 0, 0).
As illustrated in Fig. 2 (b), these exceptional points are con-
nected by a Fermi arc with ReE = 0, forming a topologically
stable dumbbell configuration. The topological stability of the
exceptional points is ensured by the Z index in Table I with
chiral symmetry, p = 3, and point gap, which is given as the
Chern number ±1 of the Hermitian matrix iH (k) Γ defined
on a surface that encloses each of the exceptional points [100].
We stress that topologically stable gapless points are absent
in Hermitian three-dimensional systems with chiral symme-
try. These gapless points are thus unique to non-Hermitian
systems. Furthermore, the above recipe is widely applicable
to different symmetry classes and spatial dimensions and un-
known non-Hermitian topological semimetals can be system-
atically predicted according to our classification.
Discussion. — The emergence of exceptional points is
one of the most striking and universal characteristics in non-
Hermitian physics [73, 75, 76]. In this Letter, we have for-
mulated the general classification theory on non-Hermitian
topology of exceptional points. Our theory is widely appli-
cable to non-Hermitian topological semimetals, providing the
unified understanding of their unique nodal structures and pre-
dicting novel non-Hermitian topological materials. Since the
consequent non-Hermitian topological phenomena and func-
tionalities have yet to be explored, it merits further research to
investigate such richer physics on the basis of our theory.
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SI. SYMMETRY
To investigate topologically stable exceptional points that appear at generic momentum points, we consider the following
38-fold symmetry [45] that keeps all momenta invariant. First of all, PT symmetry in Eq. (2), CP symmetry in Eq. (3), and
chiral symmetry in Eq. (4) constitute the 10-fold symmetry class, which is denoted as parity-equipped Altland-Zirnbauer (PAZ)
symmetry class (Table S1). In stark contrast to Hermitian systems, a Hermitian-conjugate counterpart of PAZ symmetry can
be introduced independently. To distinguish between them, we denote PT (CP) symmetry in the main text as PT+ (C−P)
symmetry in Table S1. The Hermitian-conjugate counterpart of PT+ symmetry is defined with transposition instead of complex
conjugation by
(C+P)HT (k) (C+P)−1 = H (k) , (C+P)(C+P)∗ = ±1, (S1)
with a unitary operator C+P , and the Hermitian-conjugate counterpart of C−P symmetry is defined with complex conjugation
instead of transposition by
(PT−)H∗ (k) (PT−)−1 = −H (k) , (PT−)(PT−)∗ = ±1, (S2)
with a unitary operatorPT−. In our notation, C± and T± imply transposition and complex conjugation, respectively. Importantly,
PT+ and C−P symmetries respectively coincide with C+P andPT− symmetries for Hermitian Hamiltonians [H (k) = H† (k)],
but they do not in the presence of non-Hermiticity since complex conjugation and transposition are not equivalent by definition
[H∗ (k) 6= HT (k)]. Here C+P and PT− symmetries in addition to chiral symmetry also constitute the 10-fold symmetry
class, which is denoted as PAZ† symmetry class (Table S1). Here we abbreviate the Hermitian-conjugate counterpart of PAZ
symmetry class as PAZ† symmetry class (similar abbreviations are used below). It should be noted that all the symmetry classes
in Table S1 are not independent. Complex AZ class and its Hermitian conjugate (i.e., complex AZ† class) are equivalent to each
TABLE S1. PAZ and PAZ† symmetry classes for non-Hermitian Hamiltonians. PT+ symmetry, C−P symmetry, and chiral symmetry
are respectively defined by (PT+)H∗ (k) (PT+)−1 = H (k) with (PT+)(PT+)∗ = ±1, (C−P)HT (k) (C−P)−1 = −H (k) with
(C−P)(C−P)∗ = ±1, and ΓH† (k) Γ−1 = −H (k) with Γ2 = 1, which constitute PAZ symmetry class. C+P symmetry and PT− sym-
metry are respectively defined by (C+P)HT (k) (C+P)−1 = H (k) with (C+P)(C+P)∗ = ±1 and (PT−)H∗ (k) (PT−)−1 = −H (k)
with (PT−)(PT−)∗ = ±1, which constitute PAZ† symmetry class.
Symmetry class PT+ C−P C+P PT− Γ
Complex AZ A 0 0 0 0 0
AIII 0 0 0 0 1
Real PAZ
PAI +1 0 0 0 0
PBDI +1 +1 0 0 1
PD 0 +1 0 0 0
PDIII −1 +1 0 0 1
PAII −1 0 0 0 0
PCII −1 −1 0 0 1
PC 0 −1 0 0 0
PCI +1 −1 0 0 1
Real PAZ†
PAI† 0 0 +1 0 0
PBDI† 0 0 +1 +1 1
PD† 0 0 0 +1 0
PDIII† 0 0 −1 +1 1
PAII† 0 0 −1 0 0
PCII† 0 0 −1 −1 1
PC† 0 0 0 −1 0
PCI† 0 0 +1 −1 1
9other. Class PAI (PAII) is equivalent to class PD† (PC†). In fact, when a non-Hermitian Hamiltonian H (k) belongs to class
PAI (PAII), another non-Hermitian Hamiltonian iH (k) belongs to class PD† (PC†) [38]. In this manner, we totally have 16
independent symmetry classes in Table S1.
Since sublattice symmetry in Eq. (5) is distinct from chiral symmetry in Eq. (4) for non-Hermitian Hamiltonians, it can be
considered as an additional symmetry to PAZ symmetry. Specifying the commutation or anticommutation relation between S
and the other symmetry operators, we have 3 (19) additional symmetry classes for the complex AZ (real PAZ) class with sub-
lattice symmetry [45]. We can also add sublattice symmetry to PAZ† symmetry class, but each real PAZ† class with sublattice
symmetry is equivalent to the corresponding real PAZ class with sublattice symmetry. Whereas pseudo-Hermiticity can also be
considered as an additional symmetry to PAZ symmetry, each PAZ or PAZ† symmetry class with pseudo-Hermiticity is equiv-
alent to the corresponding PAZ or PAZ† symmetry class, or that with sublattice symmetry. In total, we have 16 + 3 + 19 = 38
symmetry classes.
SII. CLASSIFICATION TABLES
In Tables S2-S7, we provide topological classification of exceptional points at generic momentum points for all the 38 sym-
metry classes and two types of complex-energy gaps. A part of these tables is shown in Table I in the main text. Detailed
derivations of these classification tables are provided in Sec. SIII. We note that each symmetry class in Tables S6 and S7 is
TABLE S2. Topological classification table of exceptional points in PAZ symmetry class. Exceptional points are classified according to
PAZ symmetry class, the codimension p, and the definition of a complex-energy point (P) or line (L) gap. The codimension p is defined as
p := d − dEP with the spatial dimension d and the dimension dEP of the exceptional point. The subscript of L specifies the line gap for the
real or imaginary part of the complex spectrum.
PAZ class Gap Classifying space p = 0 p = 1 p = 2 p = 3 p = 4 p = 5 p = 6 p = 7
A P Cp Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0
L Cp+1 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z
AIII
P Cp+1 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z
Lr Cp Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0
Li Cp+1 × Cp+1 0 Z⊕ Z 0 Z⊕ Z 0 Z⊕ Z 0 Z⊕ Z
PAI
P Rp Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0 0
Lr Rp+7 0 Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0
Li Rp+1 Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0 0 Z
PBDI
P Rp+1 Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0 0 Z
Lr Rp Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0 0
Li Rp+1 ×Rp+1 Z2 ⊕ Z2 Z2 ⊕ Z2 0 2Z⊕ 2Z 0 0 0 Z⊕ Z
PD P Rp+2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0 0 Z Z2
L Rp+1 Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0 0 Z
PDIII
P Rp+3 0 2Z 0 0 0 Z Z2 Z2
Lr Rp+2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0 0 Z Z2
Li Cp+1 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z
PAII
P Rp+4 2Z 0 0 0 Z Z2 Z2 0
Lr Rp+3 0 2Z 0 0 0 Z Z2 Z2
Li Rp+5 0 0 0 Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z
PCII
P Rp+5 0 0 0 Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z
Lr Rp+4 2Z 0 0 0 Z Z2 Z2 0
Li Rp+5 ×Rp+5 0 0 0 Z⊕ Z Z2 ⊕ Z2 Z2 ⊕ Z2 0 2Z⊕ 2Z
PC P Rp+6 0 0 Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0
L Rp+5 0 0 0 Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z
PCI
P Rp+7 0 Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0
Lr Rp+6 0 0 Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0
Li Cp+1 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z
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equivalent to the corresponding symmetry class in Tables S2-S5 [45]. Moreover, the following seven pairs of the symmetry
classes in Tables S2-S5 are equivalent to each other, respectively: (PAI & PD†), (PAII & PC†), (PAI + S− & PAII + S−),
(PBDI + S−+ & PDIII + S−+), (PBDI + S−− & PDIII + S−−), (PCII + S−+ & PCI + S−+), and (PCII + S−− & PCII +
S−+). Here PAI + S− denotes class PAI with additional sublattice symmetry S− that anticommutes with PT+ symmetry, and
so on.
TABLE S3. Topological classification table of exceptional points in real PAZ† symmetry class. Exceptional points are classified according to
PAZ† symmetry class, the codimension p, and the definition of a complex-energy point (P) or line (L) gap. The codimension p is defined as
p := d − dEP with the spatial dimension d and the dimension dEP of the exceptional point. The subscript of L specifies the line gap for the
real or imaginary part of the complex spectrum.
PAZ† class Gap Classifying space p = 0 p = 1 p = 2 p = 3 p = 4 p = 5 p = 6 p = 7
PAI† P Rp+6 0 0 Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0
L Rp+7 0 Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0
PBDI†
P Rp+7 0 Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0
Lr Rp Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0 0
Li Rp+7 ×Rp+7 0 Z⊕ Z Z2 ⊕ Z2 Z2 ⊕ Z2 0 2Z⊕ 2Z 0 0
PD†
P Rp Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0 0
Lr Rp+1 Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0 0 Z
Li Rp+7 0 Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0
PDIII†
P Rp+1 Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0 0 Z
Lr Rp+2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0 0 Z Z2
Li Cp+1 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z
PAII† P Rp+2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0 0 Z Z2
L Rp+3 0 2Z 0 0 0 Z Z2 Z2
PCII†
P Rp+3 0 2Z 0 0 0 Z Z2 Z2
Lr Rp+4 2Z 0 0 0 Z Z2 Z2 0
Li Rp+3 ×Rp+3 0 2Z⊕ 2Z 0 0 0 Z⊕ Z Z2 ⊕ Z2 Z2 ⊕ Z2
PC†
P Rp+4 2Z 0 0 0 Z Z2 Z2 0
Lr Rp+5 0 0 0 Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z
Li Rp+3 0 2Z 0 0 0 Z Z2 Z2
PCI†
P Rp+5 0 0 0 Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z
Lr Rp+6 0 0 Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0
Li Cp+1 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z
TABLE S4. Topological classification table of exceptional points in complex AZ symmetry class with sublattice symmetry (SLS) S.
Exceptional points are classified according to the symmetry class, the codimension p, and the definition of a complex-energy point (P) or line
(L) gap. The subscript of S specifies the commutation (+) or anticommutation (−) relation to chiral symmetry. The codimension p is defined
as p := d− dEP with the spatial dimension d and the dimension dEP of the exceptional point. The subscript of L specifies the line gap for the
real or imaginary part of the complex spectrum.
SLS AZ class Gap Classifying space p = 0 p = 1 p = 2 p = 3 p = 4 p = 5 p = 6 p = 7
S+ AIII
P Cp Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0
Lr Cp × Cp Z⊕ Z 0 Z⊕ Z 0 Z⊕ Z 0 Z⊕ Z 0
Li Cp × Cp Z⊕ Z 0 Z⊕ Z 0 Z⊕ Z 0 Z⊕ Z 0
S A P Cp × Cp Z⊕ Z 0 Z⊕ Z 0 Z⊕ Z 0 Z⊕ Z 0
L Cp Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0
S− AIII
P Cp+1 × Cp+1 0 Z⊕ Z 0 Z⊕ Z 0 Z⊕ Z 0 Z⊕ Z
Lr Cp+1 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z
Li Cp+1 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z
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TABLE S5. Topological classification table of exceptional points in real PAZ symmetry class with sublattice symmetry (SLS) S. Excep-
tional points are classified according to the symmetry class, the codimension p, and the definition of a complex-energy point (P) or line
(L) gap. The subscript of S specifies the commutation (+) or anticommutation (−) relation to PT+ symmetry and/or C−P symmetry;
for the symmetry classes that involve both PT+ and C−P symmetries (PBDI, PDIII, PCII, and PCI), the first and second subscripts
specify the relation to PT+ and C−P symmetries, respectively. The codimension p is defined as p := d − dEP with the spatial dimension d
and the dimension dEP of the exceptional point. The subscript of L specifies the line gap for the real or imaginary part of the complex spectrum.
SLS PAZ class Gap Classifying space p = 0 p = 1 p = 2 p = 3 p = 4 p = 5 p = 6 p = 7
S++ PBDI
P Rp Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0 0
Lr Rp ×Rp Z⊕ Z Z2 ⊕ Z2 Z2 ⊕ Z2 0 2Z⊕ 2Z 0 0 0
Li Rp ×Rp Z⊕ Z Z2 ⊕ Z2 Z2 ⊕ Z2 0 2Z⊕ 2Z 0 0 0
S−− PDIII
P Rp+2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0 0 Z Z2
Lr Rp+2 ×Rp+2 Z2 ⊕ Z2 0 2Z⊕ 2Z 0 0 0 Z⊕ Z Z2 ⊕ Z2
Li Cp Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0
S++ PCII
P Rp+4 2Z 0 0 0 Z Z2 Z2 0
Lr Rp+4 ×Rp+4 2Z⊕ 2Z 0 0 0 Z⊕ Z Z2 ⊕ Z2 Z2 ⊕ Z2 0
Li Rp+4 ×Rp+4 2Z⊕ 2Z 0 0 0 Z⊕ Z Z2 ⊕ Z2 Z2 ⊕ Z2 0
S−− PCI
P Rp+6 0 0 Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0
Lr Rp+6 ×Rp+6 0 0 Z⊕ Z Z2 ⊕ Z2 Z2 ⊕ Z2 0 2Z⊕ 2Z 0
Li Cp Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0
S− PAI
P Cp Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0
Lr Rp+6 0 0 Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0
Li Rp+2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0 0 Z Z2
S−+ PBDI
P Cp+1 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z
Lr Rp+7 0 Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0
Li Rp+1 Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0 0 Z
S+ PD P Cp Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0
L Rp Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0 0
S−+ PDIII
P Cp+1 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z
Lr Rp+1 Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0 0 Z
Li Rp+7 0 Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0
S− PAII
P Cp Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0
Lr Rp+2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0 0 Z Z2
Li Rp+6 0 0 Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0
S−+ PCII
P Cp+1 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z
Lr Rp+3 0 2Z 0 0 0 Z Z2 Z2
Li Rp+5 0 0 0 Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z
S+ PC P Cp Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0
L Rp+4 2Z 0 0 0 Z Z2 Z2 0
S−+ PCI
P Cp+1 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z
Lr Rp+5 0 0 0 Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z
Li Rp+3 0 2Z 0 0 0 Z Z2 Z2
continued on next page
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TABLE S5 — continued
S−− PBDI
P Rp+2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0 0 Z Z2
Lr Cp Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0
Li Rp+2 ×Rp+2 Z2 ⊕ Z2 0 2Z⊕ 2Z 0 0 0 Z⊕ Z Z2 ⊕ Z2
S++ PDIII
P Rp+4 2Z 0 0 0 Z Z2 Z2 0
Lr Cp Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0
Li Cp Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0
S−− PCII
P Rp+6 0 0 Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0
Lr Cp Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0
Li Rp+6 ×Rp+6 0 0 Z⊕ Z Z2 ⊕ Z2 Z2 ⊕ Z2 0 2Z⊕ 2Z 0
S++ PCI
P Rp Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0 0
Lr Cp Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0
Li Cp Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0
S+ PAI
P Rp ×Rp Z⊕ Z Z2 ⊕ Z2 Z2 ⊕ Z2 0 2Z⊕ 2Z 0 0 0
Lr Rp Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0 0
Li Rp Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0 0
S+− PBDI
P Rp+1 ×Rp+1 Z2 ⊕ Z2 Z2 ⊕ Z2 0 2Z⊕ 2Z 0 0 0 Z⊕ Z
Lr Rp+1 Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0 0 Z
Li Rp+1 Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0 0 Z
S− PD P Rp+2 ×Rp+2 Z2 ⊕ Z2 0 2Z⊕ 2Z 0 0 0 Z⊕ Z Z2 ⊕ Z2
L Rp+2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0 0 Z Z2
S+− PDIII
P Rp+3 ×Rp+3 0 2Z⊕ 2Z 0 0 0 Z⊕ Z Z2 ⊕ Z2 Z2 ⊕ Z2
Lr Rp+3 0 2Z 0 0 0 Z Z2 Z2
Li Rp+3 0 2Z 0 0 0 Z Z2 Z2
S+ PAII
P Rp+4 ×Rp+4 2Z⊕ 2Z 0 0 0 Z⊕ Z Z2 ⊕ Z2 Z2 ⊕ Z2 0
Lr Rp+4 2Z 0 0 0 Z Z2 Z2 0
Li Rp+4 2Z 0 0 0 Z Z2 Z2 0
S+− PCII
P Rp+5 ×Rp+5 0 0 0 Z⊕ Z Z2 ⊕ Z2 Z2 ⊕ Z2 0 2Z⊕ 2Z
Lr Rp+5 0 0 0 Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z
Li Rp+5 0 0 0 Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z
S− PC P Rp+6 ×Rp+6 0 0 Z⊕ Z Z2 ⊕ Z2 Z2 ⊕ Z2 0 2Z⊕ 2Z 0
L Rp+6 0 0 Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0
S+− PCI
P Rp+7 ×Rp+7 0 Z⊕ Z Z2 ⊕ Z2 Z2 ⊕ Z2 0 2Z⊕ 2Z 0 0
Lr Rp+7 0 Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0
Li Rp+7 0 Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0
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TABLE S6. Topological classification table of exceptional points in complex AZ symmetry class with pseudo-Hermiticity (pH) η. Exceptional
points are classified according to the symmetry class, the codimension p, and the definition of a complex-energy point (P) or line (L) gap.
The subscript of η specifies the commutation (+) or anticommutation (−) relation to chiral symmetry. The codimension p is defined as
p := d − dEP with the spatial dimension d and the dimension dEP of the exceptional point. The subscript of L specifies the line gap for the
real or imaginary part of the complex spectrum.
pH AZ class Gap Classifying space p = 0 p = 1 p = 2 p = 3 p = 4 p = 5 p = 6 p = 7
η A
P Cp+1 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z
Lr Cp+1 × Cp+1 0 Z⊕ Z 0 Z⊕ Z 0 Z⊕ Z 0 Z⊕ Z
Li Cp Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0
η+ AIII
P Cp Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0
Lr Cp × Cp Z⊕ Z 0 Z⊕ Z 0 Z⊕ Z 0 Z⊕ Z 0
Li Cp × Cp Z⊕ Z 0 Z⊕ Z 0 Z⊕ Z 0 Z⊕ Z 0
η− AIII
P Cp+1 × Cp+1 0 Z⊕ Z 0 Z⊕ Z 0 Z⊕ Z 0 Z⊕ Z
Lr Cp+1 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z
Li Cp+1 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z
TABLE S7. Topological classification table of exceptional points in real PAZ symmetry class with pseudo-Hermiticity (pH) η. Excep-
tional points are classified according to the symmetry class, the codimension p, and the definition of a complex-energy point (P) or line
(L) gap. The subscript of η specifies the commutation (+) or anticommutation (−) relation to PT+ symmetry and/or C−P symmetry;
for the symmetry classes that involve both PT+ and C−P symmetries (PBDI, PDIII, PCII, and PCI), the first and second subscripts
specify the relation to PT+ and C−P symmetries, respectively. The codimension p is defined as p := d − dEP with the spatial dimension d
and the dimension dEP of the exceptional point. The subscript of L specifies the line gap for the real or imaginary part of the complex spectrum.
pH PAZ class Gap Classifying space p = 0 p = 1 p = 2 p = 3 p = 4 p = 5 p = 6 p = 7
η+ PAI
P Rp+7 0 Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0
Lr Rp+7 ×Rp+7 0 Z⊕ Z Z2 ⊕ Z2 Z2 ⊕ Z2 0 2Z⊕ 2Z 0 0
Li Rp Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0 0
η++ PBDI
P Rp Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0 0
Lr Rp ×Rp Z⊕ Z Z2 ⊕ Z2 Z2 ⊕ Z2 0 2Z⊕ 2Z 0 0 0
Li Rp ×Rp Z⊕ Z Z2 ⊕ Z2 Z2 ⊕ Z2 0 2Z⊕ 2Z 0 0 0
η+ PD
P Rp+1 Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0 0 Z
Lr Rp+1 ×Rp+1 Z2 ⊕ Z2 Z2 ⊕ Z2 0 2Z⊕ 2Z 0 0 0 Z⊕ Z
Li Rp Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0 0
η++ PDIII
P Rp+2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0 0 Z Z2
Lr Rp+2 ×Rp+2 Z2 ⊕ Z2 0 2Z⊕ 2Z 0 0 0 Z⊕ Z Z2 ⊕ Z2
Li Cp Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0
η+ PAII
P Rp+3 0 2Z 0 0 0 Z Z2 Z2
Lr Rp+3 ×Rp+3 0 2Z⊕ 2Z 0 0 0 Z⊕ Z Z2 ⊕ Z2 Z2 ⊕ Z2
Li Rp+4 2Z 0 0 0 Z Z2 Z2 0
η++ PCII
P Rp+4 2Z 0 0 0 Z Z2 Z2 0
Lr Rp+4 ×Rp+4 2Z⊕ 2Z 0 0 0 Z⊕ Z Z2 ⊕ Z2 Z2 ⊕ Z2 0
Li Rp+4 ×Rp+4 2Z⊕ 2Z 0 0 0 Z⊕ Z Z2 ⊕ Z2 Z2 ⊕ Z2 0
η+ PC
P Rp+5 0 0 0 Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z
Lr Rp+5 ×Rp+5 0 0 0 Z⊕ Z Z2 ⊕ Z2 Z2 ⊕ Z2 0 2Z⊕ 2Z
Li Rp+4 2Z 0 0 0 Z Z2 Z2 0
η++ PCI
P Rp+6 0 0 Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0
Lr Rp+6 ×Rp+6 0 0 Z⊕ Z Z2 ⊕ Z2 Z2 ⊕ Z2 0 2Z⊕ 2Z 0
Li Cp Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0
continued on next page
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TABLE S7 — continued
η+− PBDI
P Cp+1 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z
Lr Rp+7 0 Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0
Li Rp+1 Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0 0 Z
η−+ PDIII
P Cp+1 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z
Lr Rp+1 Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0 0 Z
Li Rp+7 0 Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0
η+− PCII
P Cp+1 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z
Lr Rp+3 0 2Z 0 0 0 Z Z2 Z2
Li Rp+5 0 0 0 Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z
η−+ PCI
P Cp+1 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z
Lr Rp+5 0 0 0 Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z
Li Rp+3 0 2Z 0 0 0 Z Z2 Z2
η− PAI
P Rp+1 Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0 0 Z
Lr Cp+1 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z
Li Rp+2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0 0 Z Z2
η−− PBDI
P Rp+2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0 0 Z Z2
Lr Cp Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0
Li Rp+2 ×Rp+2 Z2 ⊕ Z2 0 2Z⊕ 2Z 0 0 0 Z⊕ Z Z2 ⊕ Z2
η− PD
P Rp+3 0 2Z 0 0 0 Z Z2 Z2
Lr Cp+1 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z
Li Rp+2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0 0 Z Z2
η−− PDIII
P Rp+4 2Z 0 0 0 Z Z2 Z2 0
Lr Cp Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0
Li Cp Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0
η− PAII
P Rp+5 0 0 0 Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z
Lr Cp+1 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z
Li Rp+6 0 0 Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0
η−− PCII
P Rp+6 0 0 Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0
Lr Cp Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0
Li Rp+6 ×Rp+6 0 0 Z⊕ Z Z2 ⊕ Z2 Z2 ⊕ Z2 0 2Z⊕ 2Z 0
η− PC
P Rp+7 0 Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0
Lr Cp+1 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z
Li Rp+6 0 0 Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0
η−− PCI
P Rp Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0 0
Lr Cp Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0
Li Cp Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0
η−+ PBDI
P Rp+1 ×Rp+1 Z2 ⊕ Z2 Z2 ⊕ Z2 0 2Z⊕ 2Z 0 0 0 Z⊕ Z
Lr Rp+1 Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0 0 Z
Li Rp+1 Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0 0 Z
η+− PDIII
P Rp+3 ×Rp+3 0 2Z⊕ 2Z 0 0 0 Z⊕ Z Z2 ⊕ Z2 Z2 ⊕ Z2
Lr Rp+3 0 2Z 0 0 0 Z Z2 Z2
Li Rp+3 0 2Z 0 0 0 Z Z2 Z2
η−+ PCII
P Rp+5 ×Rp+5 0 0 0 Z⊕ Z Z2 ⊕ Z2 Z2 ⊕ Z2 0 2Z⊕ 2Z
Lr Rp+5 0 0 0 Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z
Li Rp+5 0 0 0 Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z
η+− PCI
P Rp+7 ×Rp+7 0 Z⊕ Z Z2 ⊕ Z2 Z2 ⊕ Z2 0 2Z⊕ 2Z 0 0
Lr Rp+7 0 Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0
Li Rp+7 0 Z Z2 Z2 0 2Z 0 0
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SIII. DERIVATIONS OF TOPOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION
Topology of exceptional points is determined in a similar manner to that of Fermi surfaces in Hermitian systems [11, 12, 15].
In fact, whereas a complex-energy gap is closed at the gapless point, it may be open and a topological invariant can be assigned
on a (p− 1)-dimensional surface Sp−1 that encloses the gapless point. On this enclosing surface Sp−1, one of the kinetic terms
in Eq. (6) in the main text can be regarded as a mass term and the topology of the exceptional point is determined by classifying
this mass term, which reduces to the extension of Clifford algebra [1, 108] as with the gapped case.
As discussed in the main text, non-Hermitian topology crucially depends on the types of complex-energy gaps [45]. In
particular, a proper representation of non-Hermitian Dirac matrices depends on the types of complex-energy gaps. We first
consider the case where the Hamiltonian has a point gap on Sp−1. Without loss of generality, we take the reference point of the
gap as E = 0. In the presence of the point gap [i.e., ∀k E (k) 6= 0], a generic non-Hermitian Hamiltonian can be flattened
into a unitary matrix [45]. As a result, a set of non-Hermitian Dirac matrices {γPi } for the point gap does not necessarily follow
Clifford algebra. Instead, a set of Hermitian matrices {γi} defined by
γi :=
(
0 γPi
(γPi )
† 0
)
, γ†i = γi (S3)
follows Clifford algebra
{γi, γj} = 2δij ⇔ γPi (γPj )† + γPj (γPi )† = 2δij . (S4)
Accordingly, symmetries impose the following constraints on the extended Hermitian Dirac matrices:
(PT+) γ
∗
i (PT+)
−1 = γi, PT+ :=
(
PT+ 0
0 PT+
)
; (S5)
(C+P) γ
∗
i (C+P)
−1 = γi, C+P :=
(
0 C+P
C+P 0
)
; (S6)
(C−P) γ∗i (C−P)
−1 = −γi, C−P :=
(
0 C−P
C−P 0
)
; (S7)
(PT−) γ∗i (PT−)
−1 = −γi, PT− :=
(
PT− 0
0 PT−
)
; (S8)
Γ γi Γ
−1 = −γi, Γ :=
(
0 Γ
Γ 0
)
; (S9)
S γiS
−1 = −γi, S :=
(
S 0
0 S
)
. (S10)
Moreover, γi respects additional chiral (sublattice) symmetry by construction:
Σ γiΣ
−1 = −γi, Σ :=
(
1 0
0 −1
)
. (S11)
The Dirac matrices γi’s and the above symmetry operators form Clifford algebra, and the topology of the “point-gapless” point
is determined by the extension of Clifford algebra [1].
On the other hand, a non-Hermitian Hamiltonian with a line gap can be flattened into a Hermitian (an anti-Hermitian) matrix
in the presence of a real (imaginary) gap [i.e., ∀k ReE (k) 6= 0 (ImE (k) 6= 0)] [45]. Without loss of generality, the reference
line of the gap is taken to be ReE = 0 (ImE = 0). As a result, a set of Dirac matrices {γLi } follows Clifford algebra. As
with the case of the point gap, the Dirac matrices γLi ’s and the symmetry operators form Clifford algebra and the topology of the
“line-gapless” point is determined by its extension. We note that the following formulas are useful for the extension of Clifford
algebra [108]:
Clp → Clp+1 ⇔ Cp, Clp,q → Clp,q+1 ⇔ Rq−p, Clp,q → Clp+1,q ⇔ Rp+2−q, (S12)
where Cln and Clm,n are complex and real Clifford algebras, respectively, and Cn and Rn are the corresponding classifying
spaces, which have Bott periodicity, i.e., Cn+2 = Cn, Rn+8 = Rn. The classifying spaces and their homotopy groups are
summarized in Table S8.
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TABLE S8. Classifying spaces and their homotopy groups.
Classifying space pi0 (?)
C0 [U (m+ n) /U (m)×U (n)]× Z Z
C1 U (n) 0
R0 [O (m+ n) /O (m)×O (n)]× Z Z
R1 O (n) Z2
R2 O (2n) /U (n) Z2
R3 U (2n) /Sp (n) 0
R4 [Sp (m+ n) /Sp (m)× Sp (n)]× Z Z
R5 Sp (n) 0
R6 Sp (n) /U (n) 0
R7 U (n) /O (n) 0
In Table S9, we explicitly provide the extensions of Clifford algebras and the corresponding classifying spaces for all the 38
symmetry classes and two types of complex-energy gaps, which leads to classification tables S2-S7 including Table I in the main
text. We respectively denote PT+ (PT+) and C−P (C−P) symmetries as PT (PT) and CP (CP) symmetries for simplicity in
Table S9.
Below we explicitly provide a couple of examples of the classification procedure. First, let us consider class AIII. A non-
Hermitian Hamiltonian in class AIII respects chiral symmetry [Eq. (4) in the main text]:
ΓH† (k) Γ−1 = −H (k) . (S13)
In the presence of a point gap, the extended Hermitian Dirac matrices γi’s defined as Eq. (S3) respect chiral symmetries defined
by Eqs. (S9) and (S11). Since Σ and Γ anticommute with each other, a set of operators
{γ1, · · · , γp,Σ, Γ} (S14)
forms complex Clifford algebra Clp+2. Hence, when one of the Dirac matrices is regarded as a mass term, we have an extension
of Clifford algebra Clp+1 → Clp+2, which leads to the classifying space Cp+1. The topology of point-gapless points with
codimension p in class AIII is determined by pi0 (Cp+1) [see Table S8 for pi0 (Cp+1)]. By contrast, different classifying spaces
characterize exceptional points when a line gap is relevant. In the presence of a real gap, γLi = γi respects chiral symmetry, and
hence a set of operators
{γ1, · · · , γp,Γ} (S15)
forms complex Clifford algebra Clp+1, which leads to the classifying space Cp with its topology pi0 (Cp). On the other hand, in
the presence of an imaginary gap, γLi = iγi respects chiral symmetry, i.e.,
Γ γi Γ
−1 = γi. (S16)
Hence, a set of operators
{γ1, · · · , γp} (S17)
forms complex Clifford algebra Clp and all of them commute with Γ, which leads to the classifying space Cp−1 × Cp−1 with its
topology pi0 (Cp−1)⊕ pi0 (Cp−1).
Let us also consider class PCI as another example. A non-Hermitian Hamiltonian in class PCI respects PT symmetry and
CP symmetry [Eqs. (2) and (3) in the main text]:
(PT )H∗ (k) (PT )−1 = H (k) , (PT )(PT )∗ = +1; (S18)
(CP)HT (k) (CP)−1 = −H (k) , (CP)(CP)∗ = −1. (S19)
In the presence of a point gap, the extended Hermitian Dirac matrices γi’s defined as Eq. (S3) respect Eqs. (S5), (S7), and (S11).
Since the symmetry operators satisfy
[PTK,CPK] = [PTK,Σ] = {CPK,Σ} = 0, (S20)
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a set of operators
{CPK, JCPK; γ1, · · · , γp,Σ, J(CPK)(PTK)} (S21)
forms real Clifford algebra Cl2,p+2 with the imaginary unit J and complex conjugation K. Hence, when one of the Dirac
matrices is regarded as a mass term, we have an extension of Clifford algebra Cl2,p+1 → Cl2,p+2, which leads to the classifying
space Rp+7. The topology of point-gapless points with codimension p in class PCI is determined by pi0 (Rp+7). By contrast,
different classifying spaces characterize exceptional points when a line gap is relevant. In the presence of a real gap, γLi = γi
respects PT and CP symmetries, and hence a set of operators
{CPK, JCPK; γ1, · · · , γp, J(CPK)(PT K)} (S22)
forms real Clifford algebra Cl2,p+1, which leads to the classifying spaceRp+6 with its topology pi0 (Rp+6). On the other hand,
in the presence of an imaginary gap, γLi = iγi respects PT and CP symmetries, i.e.,
(PT ) γ∗i (PT )−1 = −γi, (CP) γ∗i (CP)−1 = −γi. (S23)
Hence, a set of operators
{CPK, JCPK; γ1, · · · , γp} (S24)
forms real Clifford algebra Cl2,p and all of them commute with (CPK)(PT K). Noting [(CPK)(PT K)]2 = −1, we have the
classifying space Cp+1 with its topology pi0 (Cp+1). The extensions of Clifford algebra and the corresponding classifying spaces
for all the other symmetry classes are similarly determined as Table S9.
TABLE S9. Clifford algebra extensions and classifying spaces. PT+ (PT+) and C−P (C−P) symmetries are respectively denoted as PT
(PT) and CP (CP) symmetries for simplicity.
Symmetry class Gap Generator Extension Classifying space
A P {γ1, · · · , γp,Σ} Clp → Clp+1 Cp
L {γ1, · · · , γp} Clp−1 → Clp Cp+1
AIII
P {γ1, · · · , γp,Σ, Γ} Clp+1 → Clp+2 Cp+1
Lr {γ1, · · · , γp,Γ} Clp → Clp+1 Cp
Li {γ1, · · · , γp} ⊗ {Γ} Clp−1 × Clp−1 → Clp × Clp Cp+1 × Cp+1
PAI
P {Jγ1, · · · , Jγp, JΣ; PTK, JPTK} Clp,2 → Clp+1,2 Rp
Lr {Jγ1, · · · , Jγp;PT K, JPT K} Clp−1,2 → Clp,2 Rp+7
Li {γ1, · · · , γp,PT K, JPT K} Cl0,p+1 → Cl0,p+2 Rp+1
PBDI
P {J(CPK)(PTK); γ1, · · · , γp,Σ,CPK, JCPK} Cl1,p+2 → Cl1,p+3 Rp+1
Lr {J(CPK)(PT K); γ1, · · · , γp, CPK, JCPK} Cl1,p+1 → Cl1,p+2 Rp
Li {γ1, · · · , γp, CPK, JCPK} ⊗ {(CPK)(PT K)} Cl0,p+1 × Cl0,p+1 → Cl0,p+2 × Cl0,p+2 Rp+1 ×Rp+1
PD P {γ1, · · · , γp,Σ,CPK, JCPK} Cl0,p+2 → Cl0,p+3 Rp+2
L {γ1, · · · , γp, CPK, JCPK} Cl0,p+1 → Cl0,p+2 Rp+1
PDIII
P {γ1, · · · , γp,Σ,CPK, JCPK, J(CPK)(PTK)} Cl0,p+3 → Cl0,p+4 Rp+3
Lr {γ1, · · · , γp, CPK, JCPK, J(CPK)(PT K)} Cl0,p+2 → Cl0,p+3 Rp+2
Li {γ1, · · · , γp, CPK, JCPK} ⊗ {(CPK)(PT K)} Clp+1 → Clp+2 Cp+1
PAII
P {Jγ1, · · · , Jγp, JΣ,PTK, JPTK} Clp+2,0 → Clp+3,0 Rp+4
Lr {Jγ1, · · · , Jγp,PT K, JPT K} Clp+1,0 → Clp+2,0 Rp+3
Li {PT K, JPT K; γ1, · · · , γp} Cl2,p−1 → Cl2,p Rp+5
PCII
P {CPK, JCPK, J(CPK)(PTK); γ1, · · · , γp,Σ} Cl3,p → Cl3,p+1 Rp+5
Lr {CPK, JCPK, J(CPK)(PT K); γ1, · · · , γp} Cl3,p−1 → Cl3,p Rp+4
Li {CPK, JCPK; γ1, · · · , γp} ⊗ {(CPK)(PT K)} Cl2,p−1 × Cl2,p−1 → Cl2,p × Cl2,p Rp+5 ×Rp+5
PC P {CPK, JCPK; γ1, · · · , γp,Σ} Cl2,p → Cl2,p+1 Rp+6
L {CPK, JCPK; γ1, · · · , γp} Cl2,p−1 → Cl2,p Rp+5
PCI
P {CPK, JCPK; γ1, · · · , γp,Σ, J(CPK)(PTK)} Cl2,p+1 → Cl2,p+2 Rp+7
Lr {CPK, JCPK; γ1, · · · , γp, J(CPK)(PT K)} Cl2,p → Cl2,p+1 Rp+6
Li {CPK, JCPK; γ1, · · · , γp} ⊗ {(CPK)(PT K)} Clp+1 → Clp+2 Cp+1
continued on next page
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TABLE S9 — continued
PAI† P {Jγ1, · · · , Jγp; Σ,C+PK, JC+PK} Clp−1,3 → Clp,3 Rp+6
L {Jγ1, · · · , Jγp; C+PK, JC+PK} Clp−1,2 → Clp,2 Rp+7
PBDI†
P {Σ(C+PK), JΣ(C+PK); γ1, · · · , γp,Σ, (PT−K)(C+PK)} Cl2,p+1 → Cl2,p+2 Rp+7
Lr {J(PT−K)(C+PK); γ1, · · · , γp,PT−K, JPT−K} Cl1,p+1 → Cl1,p+2 Rp
Li {Jγ1, · · · , Jγp; C+PK, JC+PK} ⊗ {(PT−K)(C+PK)} Clp−1,2 × Clp−1,2 → Clp,2 × Clp,2 Rp+7 ×Rp+7
PD†
P {JΣ; γ1, · · · , γp,PT−K, JPT−K} Cl1,p+1 → Cl1,p+2 Rp
Lr {γ1, · · · , γp,PT−K, JPT−K} Cl0,p+1 → Cl0,p+2 Rp+1
Li {Jγ1, · · · , Jγp;PT−K, JPT−K} Clp−1,2 → Clp,2 Rp+7
PDIII†
P {(PT−K)(C+PK); γ1, · · · , γp,Σ,Σ(C+PK), JΣ(C+PK)} Cl1,p+2 → Cl1,p+3 Rp+1
Lr {γ1, · · · , γp,PT−K, JPT−K, J(PT−K)(C+PK)} Cl0,p+2 → Cl0,p+3 Rp+2
Li {Jγ1, · · · , Jγp, C+PK, JC+PK} ⊗ {(PT−K)(C+PK)} Clp+1 → Clp+2 Cp+1
PAII† P {Jγ1, · · · , Jγp,C+PK, JC+PK; Σ} Clp+1,1 → Clp+2,1 Rp+2
L {Jγ1, · · · , Jγp, C+PK, JC+PK} Clp+1,0 → Clp+2,0 Rp+3
PCII†
P {γ1, · · · , γp,Σ,Σ(C+PK), JΣ(C+PK), (PT−K)(C+PK)} Cl0,p+3 → Cl0,p+4 Rp+3
Lr {PT−K, JPT−K, J(PT−K)(C+PK); γ1, · · · , γp} Cl3,p−1 → Cl3,p Rp+4
Li {Jγ1, · · · , Jγp, C+PK, JC+PK} ⊗ {(PT−K)(C+PK)} Clp+1,0 × Clp+1,0 → Clp+2,0 × Clp+2,0 Rp+3 ×Rp+3
PC†
P {JΣ,PT−K, JPT−K; γ1, · · · , γp} Cl3,p−1 → Cl3,p Rp+4
Lr {PT−K, JPT−K; γ1, · · · , γp} Cl2,p−1 → Cl2,p Rp+5
Li {Jγ1, · · · , Jγp,PT−K, JPT−K} Clp+1,0 → Clp+2,0 Rp+4
PCI†
P {Σ(C+PK), JΣ(C+PK), (PT−K)(C+PK); γ1, · · · , γp,Σ} Cl3,p → Cl3,p+1 Rp+5
Lr {PT−K, JPT−K; γ1, · · · , γp, J(PT−K)(C+PK)} Cl2,p → Cl2,p+1 Rp+6
Li {Jγ1, · · · , Jγp; C+PK, JC+PK} ⊗ {(PT−K)(C+PK)} Clp+1 → Clp+2 Cp+1
AIII + S+
P {γ1, · · · , γp,Σ, Γ,ΣΓS} Clp+2 → Clp+3 Cp
Lr {γ1, · · · , γp,Γ} ⊗ {ΓS} Clp × Clp → Clp+1 × Clp+1 Cp × Cp
Li {γ1, · · · , γp,S} ⊗ {Γ} Clp × Clp → Clp+1 × Clp+1 Cp × Cp
A + S P {γ1, · · · , γp,Σ} ⊗ {S} Clp × Clp → Clp+1 × Clp+1 Cp × Cp
L {γ1, · · · , γp,S} Clp → Clp+1 Cp
AIII + S−
P {γ1, · · · , γp,Σ, Γ} ⊗ {ΣS} Clp+1 × Clp+1 → Clp+2 × Clp+2 Cp+1 × Cp+1
Lr {γ1, · · · , γp,Γ,S} Clp+1 → Clp+2 Cp+1
Li {γ1, · · · , γp,S,ΓS} Clp+1 → Clp+2 Cp+1
PBDI + S++
P {J(CPK)(PTK), (CPK)(PTK)ΣS; γ1, · · · , γp,Σ,CPK, JCPK} Cl2,p+2 → Cl2,p+3 Rp
Lr {J(CPK)(PT K); γ1, · · · , γp, CPK, JCPK} ⊗ {(CPK)(PT K)S} Cl1,p+1 × Cl1,p+1 → Cl1,p+2 × Cl1,p+2 Rp ×Rp
Li {JS; γ1, · · · , γp, CPK, JCPK} ⊗ {(CPK)(PT K)} Cl1,p+1 × Cl1,p+1 → Cl1,p+2 × Cl1,p+2 Rp ×Rp
PDIII + S−−
P {J(CPK)(PTK)ΣS; γ1, · · · , γp,Σ,CPK, JCPK, J(CPK)(PTK)} Cl1,p+3 → Cl1,p+4 Rp+2
Lr {γ1, · · · , γp, CPK, JCPK, J(CPK)(PT K)} ⊗ {(CPK)(PT K)S} Cl0,p+2 × Cl0,p+2 → Cl0,p+3 × Cl0,p+3 Rp+2 ×Rp+2
Li {γ1, · · · , γp, CPK, JCPK,S} ⊗ {(CPK)(PT K)} Clp+2 → Clp+3 Cp
PCII + S++
P {CPK, JCPK, J(CPK)(PTK), (CPK)(PTK)ΣS; γ1, · · · , γp,Σ} Cl4,p → Cl4,p+1 Rp+4
Lr {CPK, JCPK, J(CPK)(PT K); γ1, · · · , γp} ⊗ {(CPK)(PT K)S} Cl3,p−1 × Cl3,p−1 → Cl3,p × Cl3,p Rp+4 ×Rp+4
Li {CPK, JCPK, JS; γ1, · · · , γp} ⊗ {(CPK)(PT K)} Cl3,p−1 × Cl3,p−1 → Cl3,p × Cl3,p Rp+4 ×Rp+4
PCI + S−−
P {CPK, JCPK, J(CPK)(PTK)ΣS; γ1, · · · , γp,Σ, J(CPK)(PTK)} Cl3,p+1 → Cl3,p+1 Rp+6
Lr {CPK, JCPK; γ1, · · · , γp, J(CPK)(PT K)} ⊗ {(CPK)(PT K)S} Cl2,p × Cl2,p → Cl2,p+1 × Cl2,p+1 Rp+6 ×Rp+6
Li {CPK, JCPK; γ1, · · · , γp,S} ⊗ {(CPK)(PT K)} Clp+2 → Clp+3 Cp
PAI + S−
P {Jγ1, · · · , Jγp, JΣ; PTK, JPTK} ⊗ {JΣS} Clp+2 → Clp+3 Cp
Lr {Jγ1, · · · , Jγp;PT K, JPT K,S} Clp−1,3 → Clp,3 Rp+6
Li {γ1, · · · , γp,PT K, JPT K,S} Cl0,p+2 → Cl0,p+3 Rp+2
PBDI + S−+
P {J(CPK)(PTK); γ1, · · · , γp,Σ,CPK, JCPK} ⊗ {JΣS} Clp+3 → Clp+4 Cp+1
Lr {JS, J(CPK)(PT K); γ1, · · · , γp, CPK, JCPK} Cl2,p+1 → Cl2,p+2 Rp+7
Li {JS; γ1, · · · , γp, CPK, JCPK, J(CPK)(PT K)S} Cl1,p+2 → Cl1,p+3 Rp+1
PD + S+ P {γ1, · · · , γp,Σ,CPK, JCPK} ⊗ {JΣS} Clp+2 → Clp+3 Cp
L {JS; γ1, · · · , γp, CPK, JCPK} Cl1,p+1 → Cl1,p+2 Rp
PDIII + S−+
P {γ1, · · · , γp,Σ,CPK, JCPK, J(CPK)(PTK)} ⊗ {JΣS} Clp+3 → Clp+4 Cp+1
Lr {JS; γ1, · · · , γp, CPK, JCPK, J(CPK)(PT K)} Cl1,p+2 → Cl1,p+3 Rp+1
Li {JS, J(CPK)(PT K)S; γ1, · · · , γp, CPK, JCPK} Cl2,p+1 → Cl2,p+2 Rp+7
PAII + S−
P {Jγ1, · · · , Jγp, JΣ,PTK, JPTK} ⊗ {JΣS} Clp+2 → Clp+3 Cp
Lr {Jγ1, · · · , Jγp,PT K, JPT K;S} Clp+1,1 → Clp+2,1 Rp+2
Li {PT K, JPT K; γ1, · · · , γp,S} Cl2,p → Cl2,p+1 Rp+6
PCII + S−+
P {CPK, JCPK, J(CPK)(PTK); γ1, · · · , γp,Σ} ⊗ {JΣS} Clp+3 → Clp+4 Cp+1
Lr {CPK, JCPK, J(CPK)(PT K), JS; γ1, · · · , γp} Cl4,p−1 → Cl4,p Rp+3
Li {CPK, JCPK, JS; γ1, · · · , γp, J(CPK)(PT K)S} Cl3,p → Cl3,p+1 Rp+5
PC + S+ P {CPK, JCPK; γ1, · · · , γp,Σ} ⊗ {JΣS} Clp+2 → Clp+3 Cp
L {CPK, JCPK, JS; γ1, · · · , γp} Cl3,p−1 → Cl3,p Rp+4
PCI + S−+
P {CPK, JCPK; γ1, · · · , γp,Σ, J(CPK)(PTK)} ⊗ {JΣS} Clp+3 → Clp+4 Cp+1
Lr {CPK, JCPK, JS; γ1, · · · , γp, J(CPK)(PT K)} Cl3,p → Cl3,p+1 Rp+5
Li {CPK, JCPK, JS, J(CPK)(PT K)S; γ1, · · · , γp} Cl4,p−1 → Cl4,p Rp+3
continued on next page
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TABLE S9 — continued
PBDI + S−−
P {J(CPK)(PTK); γ1, · · · , γp,Σ,CPK, JCPK, J(CPK)(PTK)ΣS} Cl1,p+3 → Cl1,p+4 Rp+2
Lr {J(CPK)(PT K); γ1, · · · , γp, CPK, JCPK} ⊗ {(CPK)(PT K)S} Clp+2 → Clp+3 Cp
Li {γ1, · · · , γp, CPK, JCPK,S} ⊗ {(CPK)(PT K)} Cl0,p+2 × Cl0,p+2 → Cl0,p+3 × Cl0,p+3 Rp+2 ×Rp+2
PDIII + S++
P {γ1, · · · , γp,Σ,CPK, JCPK, J(CPK)(PTK), (CPK)(PTK)ΣS} Cl0,p+4 → Cl0,p+5 Rp+4
Lr {γ1, · · · , γp, CPK, JCPK, J(CPK)(PT K)} ⊗ {(CPK)(PT K)S} Clp+2 → Clp+3 Cp
Li {JS; γ1, · · · , γp, CPK, JCPK} ⊗ {(CPK)(PT K)} Clp+2 → Clp+3 Cp
PCII + S−−
P {CPK, JCPK, J(CPK)(PTK); γ1, · · · , γp,Σ, J(CPK)(PTK)ΣS} Cl3,p+1 → Cl3,p+1 Rp+6
Lr {CPK, JCPK, J(CPK)(PT K); γ1, · · · , γp} ⊗ {(CPK)(PT K)S} Clp+2 → Clp+3 Cp
Li {CPK, JCPK; γ1, · · · , γp,S} ⊗ {(CPK)(PT K)} Cl2,p × Cl2,p → Cl2,p+1 × Cl2,p+1 Rp+6 ×Rp+6
PCI + S++
P {CPK, JCPK; γ1, · · · , γp,Σ, J(CPK)(PTK), (CPK)(PTK)ΣS} Cl2,p+2 → Cl2,p+3 Rp
Lr {CPK, JCPK; γ1, · · · , γp, J(CPK)(PT K)} ⊗ {(CPK)(PT K)S} Clp+2 → Clp+3 Cp
Li {CPK, JCPK, JS; γ1, · · · , γp} ⊗ {(CPK)(PT K)} Clp+2 → Clp+3 Cp
PAI + S+
P {Jγ1, · · · , Jγp, JΣ; PTK, JPTK} ⊗ {ΣS} Clp,2 × Clp,2 → Clp+1,2 × Clp+1,2 Rp ×Rp
Lr {Jγ1, · · · , Jγp,S;PT K, JPT K} Clp,2 → Clp+1,2 Rp
Li {JS; γ1, · · · , γp,PT K, JPT K} Cl1,p+1 → Cl1,p+2 Rp
PBDI + S+−
P {J(CPK)(PTK); γ1, · · · , γp,Σ,CPK, JCPK} ⊗ {ΣS} Cl1,p+2 × Cl1,p+2 → Cl1,p+3 × Cl1,p+3 Rp+1 ×Rp+1
Lr {J(CPK)(PT K); γ1, · · · , γp, CPK, JCPK,S} Cl1,p+2 → Cl1,p+3 Rp+1
Li {(CPK)(PT K)S; γ1, · · · , γp, CPK, JCPK,S} Cl1,p+2 → Cl1,p+3 Rp+1
PD + S− P {γ1, · · · , γp,Σ,CPK, JCPK} ⊗ {ΣS} Cl0,p+2 × Cl0,p+2 → Cl0,p+3 × Cl0,p+3 Rp+2 ×Rp+2
L {γ1, · · · , γp, CPK, JCPK,S} Cl0,p+2 → Cl0,p+3 Rp+2
PDIII + S+−
P {γ1, · · · , γp,Σ,CPK, JCPK, J(CPK)(PTK)} ⊗ {ΣS} Cl0,p+3 × Cl0,p+3 → Cl0,p+4 × Cl0,p+4 Rp+3 ×Rp+3
Lr {γ1, · · · , γp, CPK, JCPK, J(CPK)(PT K),S} Cl0,p+3 → Cl0,p+4 Rp+3
Li {γ1, · · · , γp, CPK, JCPK,S, (CPK)(PT K)S} Cl0,p+3 → Cl0,p+4 Rp+3
PAII + S+
P {Jγ1, · · · , Jγp, JΣ,PTK, JPTK} ⊗ {ΣS} Clp+2,0 × Clp+2,0 → Clp+3,0 × Clp+3,0 Rp+4 ×Rp+4
Lr {Jγ1, · · · , Jγp,PT K, JPT K,S} Clp+2,0 → Clp+3,0 Rp+4
Li {PT K, JPT K, JS; γ1, · · · , γp} Cl3,p−1 → Cl3,p Rp+4
PCII + S+−
P {CPK, JCPK, J(CPK)(PTK); γ1, · · · , γp,Σ} ⊗ {ΣS} Cl3,p × Cl3,p → Cl3,p+1 × Cl3,p+1 Rp+5 ×Rp+5
Lr {CPK, JCPK, J(CPK)(PT K); γ1, · · · , γp,S} Cl3,p → Cl3,p+1 Rp+5
Li {CPK, JCPK, (CPK)(PT K)S; γ1, · · · , γp,S} Cl3,p → Cl3,p+1 Rp+5
PC + S− P {CPK, JCPK; γ1, · · · , γp,Σ} ⊗ {ΣS} Cl2,p × Cl2,p → Cl2,p+1 × Cl2,p+1 Rp+6 ×Rp+6
L {CPK, JCPK; γ1, · · · , γp,S} Cl2,p → Cl2,p+1 Rp+6
PCI + S+−
P {CPK, JCPK; γ1, · · · , γp,Σ, J(CPK)(PTK)} ⊗ {ΣS} Cl2,p+1 × Cl2,p+1 → Cl2,p+2 × Cl2,p+2 Rp+7 ×Rp+7
Lr {CPK, JCPK; γ1, · · · , γp, J(CPK)(PT K),S} Cl2,p+1 → Cl2,p+2 Rp+7
Li {CPK, JCPK; γ1, · · · , γp,S, (CPK)(PT K)S} Cl2,p+1 → Cl2,p+2 Rp+7
TABLE S10. Classification of topologically stable exceptional points in the previous works [18, 23, 28, 54–72, 75]. The codimension p is
defined as p := d − dEP with the spatial dimension d and the dimension dEP of the gapless region; exceptional points, lines, and surfaces
are described by dEP = 0, 1, 2, respectively. Complex-energy gaps have two distinct types, a point (P) or line (L) gap, and the subscript of L
specifies a line gap for the real or imaginary part of the complex spectrum. The sign of PT symmetry means (PT ) (PT )∗ = +1.
Symmetry Gap p = 1 p = 2 p = 3
No P 0 Z [28, 55–61, 64, 68–72, 75] 0
L Z 0 Z [56, 57, 59, 69]
Chiral
P Z [18, 63, 67] 0 Z [Eq. (8)]
Lr 0 Z 0
Li Z⊕Z 0 Z⊕Z
Sublattice P 0 Z⊕Z [23, 58, 66] 0
L 0 Z 0
PT , +1
P Z2 [54, 57, 62, 65] Z2 0
Lr Z [57] Z2 Z2
Li Z2 0 2Z
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SIV. CLASSIFICATION OF PREVIOUS WORKS
The previous works [18, 23, 28, 54–72, 75] on exceptional points and non-Hermitian topological semimetals are categorized
into our classification (Table S10). For example, topologically stable exceptional points in two dimensions [28, 60, 68, 70, 72, 75]
and exceptional rings in three dimensions [55–59, 61, 64, 69–71, 75] correspond to the Z index for no symmetry, p = 2, and
point gap. Topologically stable exceptional rings in two-dimensional non-Hermitian systems with chiral symmetry [18, 63, 67]
(PT symmetry [54, 62, 65]) correspond to the Z (Z2) index for chiral (PT ) symmetry, p = 1, and point gap. We note that an
exceptional ring in two dimensions protected by pseudo-Hermiticity [63] (the Hermitian conjugate of CP symmetry, or PT−
symmetry [62]) is equivalent to that protected by chiral symmetry (PT symmetry).
SV. EXCEPTIONAL POINTS AND PARITY-TIME-SYMMETRY BREAKING
As discussed in the main text, a distinctive property of an exceptional point is swapping of eigenenergies and eigenstates upon
its encircling [Fig. S1 (a)]. Such an exceptional point indeed has the unique gapless structure with no Hermitian analogs around
which a point gap is open but a line gap is closed [Fig. 1 (d) in the main text]. Another typical exceptional points appear upon
PT -symmetry breaking [73, 76, 102] [see Eq. (2) in the main text for the definition of PT symmetry]. PT -symmetric systems
have entirely real spectra when PT symmetry is unbroken, whereas some eigenenergies form complex-conjugate pairs when it
is spontaneously broken; between the two phases an exceptional point appears. We here consider a PT -transition point k = kEP
at which two complex bands coalesce with each other and denote their right and left eigenstates as |ψ1,2 (k)〉 and 〈〈ψ1,2 (k) |,
normalized by 〈〈ψm (k) |ψn (k)〉 = δmn for k 6= kEP. When PT symmetry is unbroken and the spectrum is real, we have [102]
PT |ψ1 (k)〉∗ = |ψ1 (k)〉 , PT |ψ2 (k)〉∗ = |ψ2 (k)〉 (S25)
with a proper choice of the gauges. On the other hand, when PT symmetry is spontaneously broken and the two eigenstates
form a complex-conjugate pair, we have [102]
PT |ψ1 (k)〉∗ = |ψ2 (k)〉 . (S26)
Since both equalities are compatible at the PT -transition point k = kEP, the two bands coalesce, i.e.,
|ψ1 (kEP)〉 = |ψ2 (kEP)〉 , (S27)
and thus form an exceptional point.
Remarkably, this PT -transition-induced exceptional point can also have the unique gapless structure. For simplicity, we
consider a PT -symmetric system with (PT )(PT )∗ = +1 in one dimension. A representative model is given as
H (k) = kσx + iγσz, PT = σx, (S28)
which has exceptional points kEP = ±γ. In fact, a point gap is open except for k = kEP, whereas a line gap for the imaginary
(real) part is closed in the PT -unbroken (-broken) phase [Fig. S1 (b)]. Due to the point gap, the Z2 topological charge ν ∈ {0, 1}
FIG. S1. Exceptional points (EPs) and parity-time-symmetry breaking. In (a) a two-dimensional system without symmetry and (b) a one-
dimensional system having PT symmetry with (PT )(PT )∗ = +1, a point (line) gap is open (closed) around each EP (red point).
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can be defined by [33, 62]
(−1)ν := sgn det [H (k)− E (kEP)] . (S29)
The change in ν signalsPT -symmetry breaking that accompanies an exceptional point. We note that this expression is applicable
even if the degeneracy is not defective. Another expression for this Z2 topological charge is given by
(−1)ν := detw (k) , (S30)
where w is a real matrix that satisfies wmn (k) := 〈〈ψm (k) | PT |ψn (k)〉∗ and w2 = ww∗ = 1. Since this charge takes 0 (1) in
the PT -unbroken (broken) phase, its change signals PT -symmetry breaking that accompanies an exceptional point.
SVI. RECIPE FOR EXCEPTIONAL POINTS
Based on our classification, we can systematically obtain non-Hermitian gapless systems having exceptional points:
1. In the classification table, choose a symmetry class that has nontrivial topology for a line gap in p codimension.
2. Consider a p-dimensional Hermitian (or anti-Hermitian) gapless Dirac model H (k) =
∑p
i=1 vikiγi that respects sym-
metry of the class and in which the matrix size n of γi’s is minimal. The Dirac point at k = 0 is topologically stable
due to the nontrivial topology for a line gap in p codimension. Here note that topological charges for a line gap reduce to
those of Hermitian systems. Since the energy spectrum is entirely real (or pure imaginary) and a line gap is closed at this
Dirac point, it is located at zero energy (i.e., a reference point for a point gap in the complex-energy plane). Moreover, it
is maximally degenerate (n-fold degenerate).
3. Add a non-Hermitian perturbation that preserves the symmetry and is independent of k. The non-Hermiticity makes the
spectrum complex-valued, and the Dirac point spreads in both momentum space and complex-energy plane. Because of
the nontrivial topology for a line gap, there remains a gapless region with respect to a line gap, i.e., a finite segment of a
reference line for the line gap. Then, if this gapless segment contains the reference point for a point gap, an exceptional
point can appear at this reference point. Indeed, the line gap is closed but the point gap is open around the reference point,
which is a characteristic of exceptional points.
4. The obtained exceptional point has p or less codimension, and its topological stability is ensured by the nontrivial topology
for a point gap in the corresponding codimension. Reading off the possible stable structures (point, line, surface, and so on)
and the topological invariants for a point gap from the classification table, we can confirm that it is indeed an exceptional
point.
5. Very frequently, the symmetry-preserving non-Hermitian perturbation can be chosen so that the reference point keeps the
n-fold degeneracy. In this case, we can easily prove that this reference point is defective (nondiagonalizable). In fact,
since the perturbation is k-independent, the perturbed energy spectrum passes the reference point at k = kEP 6= 0. Then
because H (kEP) is not proportional to the identity matrix, the n-fold degeneracy of H (kEP) implies that H (kEP) has a
nontrivial Jordan form, i.e., H (kEP) is defective.
A Weyl exceptional ring [56, 75] and a topologically stable exceptional point in two dimensions [28, 60] are examples that can
be constructed with this recipe. In the absence of symmetry (i.e., class A), there appear a line-gapless point that is characterized
by a Z topological charge (Chern number) in three dimensions (p = 3), as well as a point-gapless point that is characterized
by a Z topological charge (winding number) in two dimensions (p = 2). Based on this fact, we begin with a Hermitian Weyl
semimetal
H (k) = kxσx + kyσy + kzσz, (S31)
which has a robust degenerate point at k = 0. We next add a non-Hermitian perturbation to it:
H (k) = kxσx + kyσy + (kz + iγ)σz, E(k) =
√
k2x + k
2
y + (kz + iγ)2. (S32)
The Weyl point morphs into a ring of exceptional points at k2x + k
2
y = γ
2, kz = 0 [56, 75]. After taking ky = 0 and regarding
this non-Hermitian three-dimensional model as a two-dimensional one, we have
H (k) = kxσx + (kz + iγ)σz, (S33)
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where a pair of exceptional points appears at (kx, kz) = (±γ, 0) in two dimensions [28, 60].
Another example is a chiral-symmetry-protected exceptional point in three dimensions discussed in the main text. In the
presence of chiral symmetry (i.e., class AIII), there appear a line-gapless point that is characterized by a Z topological charge
(winding number) in four dimensions (p = 4), as well as a point-gapless point that is characterized by a Z topological charge
(Chern number) in three dimensions (p = 3). Based on this fact, we begin with a Hermitian gapless Dirac model with chiral
symmetry in four dimensions:
H (k) = kxσxτx + kyσxτy + kzσxτz + kwσy, (S34)
which respects chiral symmetry with Γ = σz [i.e., σzH† (k)σ−1z = −H (k)]. Due to chiral symmetry, this model possesses
a robust gapless point at k = 0, which is topologically protected by the three-dimensional winding number W = 1 defined
as [109–111]
W :=
∫
S3
d3k
48pi2
4∑
α,β,γ=1
αβγ tr
[
Γ
(
H−1
∂H
∂kα
)(
H−1
∂H
∂kβ
)(
H−1
∂H
∂kγ
)]
, (S35)
where S3 is a hypersphere surrounding the gapless point k = 0 and αβγ is the Levi-Civita symbol. Moreover, this gapless point
is four-fold degenerate. Now we add a non-Hermitian perturbation to it:
H (k) = kxσxτx + kyσxτy + kzσxτz + kwσy + iγσzτx, (S36)
Noting {σxτx, σzτx} = {σy, σzτx} = 0 and [σxτy, σzτx] = [σxτz, σzτx] = 0, we have
H2 (k) = k2 − γ2 + 2iγ (kyσxτy + kzσxτz) , (S37)
leading to the complex spectrum
E (k) = ±
√
k2 − γ2 ± 2iγ
√
k2y + k
2
z . (S38)
The original four-fold degenerate point thus morphs into an exceptional ring at k2x + k
2
w = γ
2, ky = kz = 0. After taking
kw = 0 and regarding this non-Hermitian four-dimensional model as a three-dimensional one, we have
H (k) = kxσxτx + kyσxτy + kzσxτz + iγσzτx, (S39)
where a pair of exceptional points appears at (kx, ky, kz) = (±γ, 0, 0) in three dimensions. In fact, the Hamiltonian is defective
(nondiagonalizable) at these points:
H (±γ, 0, 0) = γ (±σx + iσz) τx, (S40)
whose Jordan matrix J is given as
J =

0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
 . (S41)
SVII. TOPOLOGICAL CHARGE OF A CHIRAL-SYMMETRY-PROTECTED GAPLESS POINT
In the presence of chiral symmetry defined by Eq. (4) in the main text, i.e.,
ΓH† (k) Γ−1 = −H (k) , Γ2 = 1 (S42)
with a unitary matrix Γ, the topological charge of a non-Hermitian gapless point with odd p ≥ 1 is given as the Chern number
of the Hermitian matrix iH (k) Γ that is defined on a surface Sp−1 enclosing the gapless point [45, 67]. To see this fact, let us
consider the following Hermitian matrix:
H (k) :=
(
0 H (k)
H† (k) 0
)
, H† (k) = H (k) . (S43)
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Here the presence of a point gap for H (k) is equivalent to the presence of an energy gap for H (k) [33, 45]. Due to Eq. (4) in
the main text, H (k) also respects chiral symmetry:
Γ H (k) Γ−1 = −H (k) , Γ :=
(
0 Γ
Γ 0
)
. (S44)
Moreover, H (k) respects intrinsic chiral symmetry by construction:
Σ H (k) Σ−1 = −H (k) , Σ :=
(
1 0
0 −1
)
. (S45)
From the two chiral symmetries, we have the following commutation relation
[H (k) , iΓΣ] = 0. (S46)
As a result, two Hermitian matrices H (k) and iΓΣ can be simultaneously diagonalized with a unitary matrix U as
U†H (k) U =
(
iH (k) Γ 0
0 −iH (k) Γ
)
, U† (iΓΣ) U =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
; U :=
1√
2
(
1 −i
iΓ −Γ
)
. (S47)
Therefore, the topology of non-Hermitian H (k) is captured by Hermitian iH (k) Γ with no symmetry, and the Chern number
can be defined for iH (k) Γ on the surface Sp−1 with odd p ≥ 1.
For the non-Hermitian model in Eq. (8) in the main text, we have
iH (k) Γ = kxσyτx + kyσyτy + kzσyτz − γτx
= U
(
(kx − γ) τx + kyτy + kzτz 0
0 − (kx + γ) τx − kyτy − kzτz
)
U†, (S48)
where a SU (2) rotation U := e−i(pi/4)σx changes σy to σz (i.e., UσyU† = σz). Since this expression is a direct sum of the two
Weyl semimetals whose gapless points are located at k = kEP = (±γ, 0, 0), we have the Chern number±1 for each exceptional
point kEP.
